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DEVELOPING CULTURAL AWARENESS 
IN THE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 

Every culture· has its own methods of educating its people. Currently, 
English is the lingua franca of international education. Indeed, without knowl
edge of English it is impossible for an individual to satisfactorily interact with 
their colleagues in other countries. However, while this is true as far as it goes, 
Russian is the lingua franca of education in the countries of the fonner USSR. 
Also, everyone should admit the growing importance of Mandarin Chinese. It 
is not WU"easonable to assume that there is going to be an increasing need for 
non- native speakers to have knowledge of these languages. 

Many linguists believe there is a cl05e connection between the lan
guage lexicon and the culture of the people speaking it. The most obvious 
examples are some language-specific words that are widely used in one 
language but are unknown in others (e.g. sushi,fish and chips, perestroika). 
Furthermore, the same rules apply to people's attitudes, prejudices, and 
values [2]. It is advisable that the learners of foreign languages in the edu
cational environment should not only acquire new words but also under
stand how L2 cultures reflected in conversational routines differ from their 
own culture [5]. 

It is thought that refusing to pay attention to words and semantic dif
ferences between words from different languages is one of the main rea
sons for miscommunication between different people. Natural Semantic 
Metalanguage (NSM) theory and the theory of Cultural Scripts developed 
by Anna Wierzbicka are believed to solve this problem [I). 

Wierzbicka argues that, in order to communicate effectively, people 
should be able to use the same concepts. However, she believes that the 
majority of the lexicon of any language is culture-specific i.e. the concepts 
underlying the words in different languages are not the same [2]. That is 
why comparative linguistic analysis of different languages is very likely to 
be inaccurate unless a universal basis is used. 

Furthermore, Wierzbicka claims that concepts are shaped by culture, 
history, and education, and concludes that changes in a society can result in 
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modification of the meanings of culture-specific words (e.g. changes in 
human relations over centuries caused devaluation of the English word 
'friend') [2]. This, therefore, results in semantic differences between words 
from different languages. 

According to Wierzbicka, one source of information for the semantic 
differences between the languages is 'key words', the ones which are said 
to be 'of special importance in a given culture' [2, c.16). She believes that, 
by analysing these 'key words' one can learn a Jot about people's attitudes, 
values, expectations or conversational routines which determine culture
specific cultural scripts (2). 

Wierzbicka shows that conceptual systems in different languages are 
unalike and, in order to be able to compare them, one would need to find a 
common measure. She believes that all languages 'exhibit both differences 
and similarities; that the study of diversity can lead to the discovery of uni
versals' [2, p. 23). Also, she claims that these language universals comprise 
a culture-independent Metalanguage and can be used to 'study both diver
sity and universality of culture and cognition" (4, p. 260). This belief 
prompted her to introduce Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) theory. 

The practical value ofNSM theory is obvious: it can help us to real
ise suc.cessful communication in the educational environment. It is very 
useful for students to learn semantic differences in their L1 and target lan
guage in order to avoid disappointment or misunderstanding. Wierzbicka 
insists that, to understand people that belong to an alien culture, one should 
learn to 'bear' speaking patterns in their proper cultural context and try to 
understand the underlying cultural scripts and these tasks can successfully 
be accomplished in the L2 classes [3). 

Closely connected to NSM is the theory of Cultural Scripts. It is be
lieved that 'the way we speak reflects the way we think' [2, p. 22). So, cul
tural scripts can be seen as 'representations of cultural norms that are 
widely held in a given society and that are reflected in language' (3, p. 401] 
(e.g. in Russia children are taught not to use 'ty' but 'vy' when addressing 
adults outside the family circle). 

The key idea of the theory of cultural scripts is that these shared so
cial ways of thinking can be identified by analysing culture-specific "key
words, "phrases, and conversational routines from a point of view of a cul
tural insider. The cultural norms and values reflected in language should be 
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analysed and used in language teaching, cross-cultural education and inter
cultural communication. 

To conclude, the potential for misunderstanding for speakers of for
eign languages is considerable. The twin concepts of Natural Semantic 
Metalanguage and Cultural Scripts are such methods which can be used to 
study the lexical and semantic primitives whose meanings are the same 
across cultures and therefore assist intercultural dialogue. 
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IlOCJIAHHE BHE BPEMEHH H IlPOCTPAHCTBA 

HccneAOBaTeJIH scero MHpa C"IpeMJITca pa3r3.11aTh TaHHy .apeBHHX 
TeKCTOB - HOCHTeneH H3CTaBJICHHH H upaBOY'fCHHH, HCXOWIIUHX H3 rny-
6HHbl a.HTH'lllbIX UHBHJIH3aUHil. Haa6onee npHBJieKaTeJJLHLIMH B noM 
CMblc11e OKa.3aJIHCb 6acHH 33ona, CTaBmHe qaCTJ.10 HH.ztoesponeiicxoii H 
MHpOBOH xy111>1)'pbl, C"IpOICH H3 KOTOpLIX UHTHPYIOT Ha pa.3HblX a3Lncax 
Y'fHTCJJJI, Y'fCHHICH H HX po.znrreJIH. 0.lXHa H3 OTJUl'IHTCJlbHbIX KOMil03HUH
OHHLIX qac-re.lt 6aCHH - MOpa.111. - pacnona.raCTCa, J(aJC npaBHJIO, B 3a
lCJIJOqffTCJibHOH 'laCTH H npe.nCTaBJJJICT co6ou nomqec1odi, noyqHTem.Hb1H 
BbIBO.zt nH5o asropc1<oe nocmurae 'IHTaTCJUO. 
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